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Abstract

Distant supervision employs external knowl-001
edge bases to automatically label corpora. The002
labeled sentences in a corpus are usually pack-003
aged and trained for relation extraction us-004
ing a multi-instance learning paradigm. The005
automated distant supervision inevitably in-006
troduces label noises. Previous studies that007
used sentence-level attention mechanisms to008
de-noise neither considered correlation among009
sentences in a bag nor correlation among bags.010
This paper proposes hierarchical attention-011
based networks that can de-noise at both sen-012
tence and bag levels. In the calculation of bag013
representation, we provide weights to sentence014
representations using sentence-level attention015
that considers correlations among sentences in016
each bag. Then, we employ bag-level attention017
to merge the similar bags by considering their018
correlations and to provide properer weights019
in the calculation of bag group representation.020
Experimental results on the New York Times021
datasets show that the proposed method outper-022
forms the state-of-the-art ones.023

1 Introduction024

Relation extraction (RE) is a task that predicts025

attributes and relations for entities in sentences,026

which forms a foundation of many NLP applica-027

tions such as structured search, sentiment analysis,028

and question answering. Conventional RE methods,029

such as (Zelenko et al., 2003; Culotta and Sorensen,030

2004; Bunescu and Mooney, 2005), usually adopt031

fully supervised learning paradigm. To achieve032

good performance, these methods require a large033

well-labeled training corpus. However, labeling034

large corpora involves great economic and time035

costs, which prevents the real-world usage of these036

traditional supervised methods.037

The emergence of distant supervision (Mintz038

et al., 2009) greatly promotes the corpus annota-039

tion, where free text in the corpus is aligned with040

an external knowledge base to generate labels auto-041

Bag Sentence Weight Truth

b1

s1. The pope also issued emotional appeals to
President Saddam Hussein of Iraq and ...

high yes

s2. ... the removal of Saddam Hussein and
the birth of democracy in ... Iraq worth the effort.

high yes

s3. Nobody who experienced Iraq under
the tyranny of Saddam Hussein could imagine...

low yes

b2
s4. ... served as inspiration for Hedi Slimane ’s
Dior Homme show in Paris.

high no

Table 1: The weight distribution of sentences in the bags
expressing relation place_of_birth, calculated by exist-
ing attention models. “Yes” and “No” stand for whether
or not each sentence actually expresses this relation.
Thus, s3 and s4 have wrong weight assignment.

matically. Distant supervision holds an assumption 042

that if two entities exhibit a relation, all sentences 043

with these entities will express the same relation. 044

Obviously, the assumption will result in quite a few 045

wrong labels if distant supervision is directly ap- 046

plied to each sentence. To push distant supervision 047

into real usage, researchers resort to multi-instance 048

learning (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2011; 049

Surdeanu et al., 2012), which learns relations at the 050

bag level. That is, the sentences with the same en- 051

tity pair are packaged, indicating that at least one 052

sentence in the bag expresses the relation (defined 053

by the entity pair). Consequently, the label of the 054

bag is that relation. These methods aim to learn bag 055

representations and relations associated with bags 056

so that they are robust to whether or not a single 057

sentence in the bag fully expresses the relation. 058

In order to generate bag representation more ef- 059

fectively, many recent studies (Lin et al., 2016; Ji 060

et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017; Alt et al., 2019; Yuan 061

et al., 2019) used attention mechanisms to assign 062

different weights to the sentences in a bag, indi- 063

cating their probabilities of accurately expressing 064

the relation assigned to the bag. The weights are 065

usually calculated by considering every single sen- 066

tence and the vector-represented relation. However, 067

these methods with sentence-level attention mecha- 068

nisms still have some defects. 069

First, they completely ignore associations be- 070
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tween sentences in a bag, which may lead to incor-071

rect weight assignment in bag representation calcu-072

lation. For the example, in Table 1, if we use the073

method in (Lin et al., 2016), which only considers074

the sentence itself and the relation place_of_birth,075

to calculate the weights for sentences s1, s2, and076

s3 in bag b1, we will obtain a low weight for s3, in-077

dicating that s3 does not express the relation. How-078

ever, if we consider the correlation between s3 and079

s1 (and s2), we may obtain a different result, i.e.,080

s3 does express the relation, which is exactly the081

ground truth in the example. Second, they may082

have a wrong judgment of the relation for an en-083

tire bag when the bag has insufficient representa-084

tion. Inappropriate weights can adversely affect the085

method (Yuan et al., 2019) that trains RE models086

at the bag-group level. In Table 1, since bag b2087

only has one sentence, it may be assigned a low088

weight by traditional methods. If we can augment089

its representation by adding more information from090

similar sentences, we may obtain a correct result.091

To address the above issues, this paper proposes092

a novel hierarchical attention-based network for093

distant supervision RE, which considers the corre-094

lation among sentences and that among bags. Ex-095

perimental results demonstrate the proposed model096

can obtain better representations for bags and bag097

groups, deriving a better RE performance. The098

contributions of the paper are three-fold:099

• We propose a novel framework for distant su-100

pervision RE, which uses a hierarchical atten-101

tion mechanism to generate better representa-102

tions for bags and bag groups. The framework103

can easily incorporate different pre-trained104

sentence encoders.105

• The proposed hierarchical attention runs at106

both sentence and bag levels, which uses a107

similarity-based principle to calculate the cor-108

relation among sentences and that among bags.109

The correlations derive proper weights for sen-110

tences and bags when generating bag and bag111

group representations, respectively.112

• We conducted comprehensive experiments to113

show how the hierarchical attention works and114

the advantages of the proposed model against115

the state-of-the-art models.116

2 Related Work117

Relation extraction serves as a basic function for118

many NLP applications. Traditional supervised119

RE methods, such as (Zelenko et al., 2003; Cu- 120

lotta and Sorensen, 2004; Bunescu and Mooney, 121

2005), require a great deal of annotated data for 122

model training, which is time-consuming and labor- 123

intensive. Mintz et al. (2009) first proposed distant 124

supervision for RE, which can automatically label 125

corpora by aligning free text with external knowl- 126

edge bases. Besides RE, distant supervision was 127

also used in sentiment analysis (Go et al., 2009), 128

part-of-speech tagging (Plank and Agić, 2018), and 129

named entity recognition (Lee et al., 2016). How- 130

ever, it is accompanied by the wrong label problem. 131

To alleviate the negative impact of mislabeled sen- 132

tences, some studies (Riedel et al., 2010; Hoffmann 133

et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012) employed multi- 134

instance learning to package sentences with the 135

same entity pair and learn bag representations. 136

Thereafter, representation learning-based meth- 137

ods made great progress. Zeng et al. (2015) com- 138

bined multi-instance learning, convolutional neu- 139

ral networks, and segmented maximum pooling 140

to build a mislabeled-sentence robust RE model. 141

Miwa and Bansal (2016) added the sequence and 142

structural information of dependency trees to the 143

neural networks. Zhou et al. (2016) used an 144

attention mechanism of bidirectional long-term 145

short-term memory networks to capture the most 146

important semantic information in the sentence. 147

Vashishth et al. (2018) used additional side infor- 148

mation from knowledge bases and employed graph 149

convolution networks to encode syntactic informa- 150

tion from text to improves performance of RE. 151

Recently, with the advantages of attention mech- 152

anism being known, it began to be used to build 153

distant supervision RE models. In (Lin et al., 2016), 154

a sentence-level attention was designed to score all 155

sentences in a bag so as to evaluate their contribu- 156

tions to the bag representation. This scheme was 157

widely used in (Ji et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2018b; 158

Christou and Tsoumakas, 2021). Liu et al. (2017) 159

proposed a soft-label method to reduce the influ- 160

ence of mislabeled sentences. Unlike our proposed 161

method, all the above methods ignored the corre- 162

lation between instances, resulting in the loss of 163

supervision information. Yuan et al. (2019) pro- 164

posed a selective attention for bag representation 165

and a cross-bag attention for bag-group represen- 166

tation. Unlike our proposed method, their method 167

cannot solve poor bag representation problem (i.e., 168

the bag has inadequate sentences) for few-sentence 169

bags in the calculation of bag-group representation. 170
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Figure 1: The framework of the proposed hierarchical attention-based model.

3 The Proposed Method171

In this section, we first present the problem state-172

ment and the proposed framework. Then, we go to173

the details of our solution.174

3.1 Problem Statement and Framework175

Problem Statement This study still follows the176

multi-instance learning paradigm. A set of sen-177

tences with the same entity pair < h, t > forms a178

bag. A training set contains N bags and each bag179

associates a relation r. A relation is represented as180

a H-dimensional random vector. There are totally181

K relations in the training set, forming a relation182

embedding matrix R = [r1, · · · , rK ]. We group n183

similar bags together to form a bag group g. Our184

goal is to learn bag-group representations G from185

input sentences (with labels obtained by distant su-186

pervision). The learned model can predict relations187

for unlabeled bags with entity pairs.188

Framework The framework of our proposed189

hierarchical attention-based model is shown in Fig-190

ure 1. Our model mainly has three components:191

• Sentence Encoder accepts the basic input sen-192

tence embeddings (consisting of byte-pair to-193

kens and positions) to generate more effec-194

tive feature representations through some pre- 195

trained language models, such as BERT (De- 196

vlin et al., 2018) or PCNN (Zeng et al., 2015). 197

In Figure 1, the Sentence Encoder is imple- 198

mented as a BERT-based one, which performs 199

the best in our experiments. 200

• Sentence-Level Attention aims to learn repre- 201

sentations for bags, where each bag consists 202

of a certain number of sentences with the same 203

entity pair associated with some relation. It 204

considers the correlation among sentences in 205

a bag and assigns them proper weights in the 206

calculation of bag representation. 207

• Bag-Level Attention aims to learn representa- 208

tions for bag groups, where each bag group 209

consists of a certain number of similar bags 210

with the same relation. In the calculation of 211

bag-group representation, it assigns a weight 212

to each bag in a bag group by evaluating the 213

degree of the bag matching the label (i.e., a 214

relation vector) of the bag group. 215

3.2 Sentence Encoder 216

Following the usual practice of distant supervision 217

RE, like (Christou and Tsoumakas, 2021), we need 218
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to construct a low-dimensional distributed represen-219

tation for a sentence by concatenating the relation220

(conveyed by an entity pair in the sentence) and the221

sentence embedding (obtained from a pre-trained222

language model such as BERT).223

Input Embeddings The input embedding h0224

for a sentence that will be fed into a pre-trained225

language model is created by summing over the226

positional and byte-pair embeddings for each token227

in the structured input.228

We tokenize input using byte-pair encoding (Sen-229

nrich et al., 2016) to make use of sub-word infor-230

mation. First we learn the most frequent character231

sub-strings in all words from the corpus, and then232

merge these frequent character sub-strings into a233

dictionary. Then, we add a positional embedding234

(Vaswani et al., 2017) to the rear of the byte-pair235

tokens to form the input embedding h0 for a sen-236

tence. The reason is that some pre-trained models237

(such as BERT) use the transformer encoder to238

learn representations of sentences through the self-239

attention mechanism. Usually, their self-attention240

mechanism does not pay attention to the position241

information of tokens. Adding position informa-242

tion into the input allows the transformer to learn a243

better representation.244

Sentence Encoder Output The input embed-245

ding h0 for a sentence is further converted into a246

feature vector through a BERT-based model. That247

is, the BERT model is fine-tuned for distant super-248

vision RE as follows: Unlike the common practice249

to represent a sentence by the [CLS] vector hL in250

the last hidden layer of BERT, we need to reweight251

the tokens in hL to obtain a better vector h′
L us-252

ing the relation-attention mechanism in (Christou253

and Tsoumakas, 2021). The relation-attention uses254

a relation embedding l generated by the TransE255

model (Bordes et al., 2013) to adjust hL, empha-256

sizing those tokens that are more relevant to the257

relation. Then, we concatenate l and h′
L to obtain258

the sentence representation as follows:259

s̃ = [l;h′
L]. (1)260

Here, the dimensions of l and h′
L are H/2. Thus,261

the dimension of s̃ is H , which is the same as that262

of a relation r. To prevent the influence of vector263

length (modulus), the final sentence representation264

(i.e., the output of Sentence Encoder) is normalized265

to a unit length as follows:266

s = s̃/∥s̃∥2. (2)267

3.3 Sentence-Level Attention 268

The Sentence-Level Attention component follows 269

a multi-instance learning scheme that encloses a 270

set of sentences that have the same entity pair into 271

a bag. As Figure 1 shows, bags may have differ- 272

ent numbers of sentences. Suppose bag i has mi 273

sentences denoted by {s(i)1 , s
(i)
2 , · · · , s(i)mi}. The rep- 274

resentation for bag i is computed as a weighted sum 275

of all sentence vectors in it as follows: 276

bi =
mi∑
j=1

α
(i)
j s

(i)
j , (3) 277

where α
(i)
j is an attention weight assigned to the 278

j-th sentence in bag bi. To obtain α
(i)
j , we first 279

calculate an overall similarity of a sentence against 280

the other sentences in the bag as follows: 281

e
(i)
j =

∑
j′=1,...,mi∧j′ ̸=j

s
(i)
j s

(i)
j′

T
. (4) 282

Here, we applied the inner product similarity to a 283

pair of sentence vectors. Since the sentence vectors 284

are normalized, the similarity can be simplified as 285

their inner product. (Note that all vectors in the 286

paper are row vectors.) Then, α(i)
j is a normal- 287

ized similarity of e(i)j , calculated by applying the 288

softmax function as follows: 289

α
(i)
j =

exp
(
e
(i)
j

)
∑mi

j′=1 exp
(
e
(i)
j′

) . (5) 290

If a sentence s
(i)
j is more similar to the other sen- 291

tences in the bag, it will be assigned a greater 292

weight when computing the bag representation bi. 293

Finally, the output of Sentence-Level Attention is 294

the representation for all bags. 295

3.4 Bag-Level Attention 296

As the example in the introduction section shows, 297

in distant supervision RE noises not only exist at 298

the sentence level but also exist at the bag level, 299

i.e., the bag is assigned a wrong weight, opposed to 300

its ground truth. To address this issue, we employ 301

an attention mechanism at the bag level. Based 302

on the assumption that bags expressing the same 303

relation should have similar bag representations, 304

we intend to enclose these similar bags into a bag 305

group, which is thought to provide enhanced fea- 306

tures for building RE models. Therefore, the goal 307

of Bag-Level Attention is to generate bag-group 308
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presentations, during which bags in a bag group309

will be assigned different weights.310

Suppose we have N bags {b1,b2, · · · ,bN}. (In311

practice, N is also the batch size in training.) We312

consider each bag one after another. For bag bi, we313

calculate the inner product similarity of the other314

bags against it:315

simj(bj ,bi) = bjbi
T, j = 1, · · · , N ∧ j ̸= i.

(6)316

These N−1 similarities are sorted in descending or-317

der. The bags (indexed by j in Eq.(6)) correspond-318

ing to the top-(n− 1) similarities and the base bag319

(indexed by i) are enclosed to a bag group, denoted320

by {b(q)
1 ,b

(q)
2 , . . . ,b

(q)
n }, where q = 1, · · · , N is321

the index of the bag group. The label (relation) of322

the group is the same as that of the base bag.323

The bag-label attention mechanism assigns dif-324

ferent weights to the bags in a bag group, indicating325

their contributions to the bag-group presentation.326

Similarly, bag-group presentation gq is computed327

as follows:328

gq =
n∑

i=1

γ
(q)
i b

(q)
i . (7)329

Note that gq is the q-th row of matrix G and all330

vectors γ(q)(q = 1, · · · , N) compose an attention331

weight matrix Γ, as shown in Figure 1.332

To obtain γ
(q)
i , we first evaluate the confidence333

of labeling bag b
(q)
i with the label of bag group gk334

as follows:335

u
(q)
i = rqb

(q)
i

T
, (8)336

where rq is the vector representation of the rela-337

tion label of gq. (Note that all vectors here are338

H-dimensional.) Then, γ(q)i is a normalized confi-339

dence of u(q)i , calculated by applying the softmax340

function as follows:341

γ
(q)
i =

exp
(
u
(q)
i

)
∑n

i′=1 exp
(
u
(q)
i′

) . (9)342

Finally, the output of Bag-Level Attention is the343

representation (G) for all bag groups.344

3.5 Model Training and Prediction345

We can add a full connection layer at the tail of the346

above model to realize model training. The objec-347

tive function is set to the negative log likelihood at348

the bag-group level as follows:349

J(θ) = −
N∑
q=1

log p(rq | gq;θ), (10)350

Sentences Entity Pairs Triplets
train 522,611 281,270 18,252
test 172,448 96,678 1,950

Table 2: Details of the NYT dataset

where N is the number of the bag groups in the 351

training set, rq is the label of a bag group gq, and θ 352

is the set of model parameters. The training process 353

minimizes the objective function J(θ)) through 354

mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD). 355

When making prediction, the score ok of classi- 356

fying bag group g into relation rk is calculated as 357

follows: 358

ok = grk
T + d, (11) 359

where d is a bias term. Finally, a softmax function 360

is employed to obtain the probability that the bag 361

group g is classified into relation rk as follows: 362

p(rk | g) = exp (ok)∑K
k′=1 exp (ok′)

, (12) 363

where K is the total number of relation types. 364

4 Experiment 365

4.1 Dataset 366

The New York Times (NYT) dataset was used in 367

our experiments. This dataset was first released 368

by Riedel et al. (2010). It was widely used in the 369

studies of distant supervision RE. The details of the 370

dataset are listed in Table 2. The dataset contains 371

a total of 52+1 (“1” for N/A) relation types and 372

is divided into a training set and a test set. The 373

training set contains 522,611 sentences, 281,270 374

entity pairs, and 18,252 relational facts 1. The test 375

set contains 172,448 sentences, 96,678 entity pairs, 376

and 1,950 relations. The division of training and 377

test sets in our experiments is the same as they were 378

in previous studies (Mintz et al., 2009; Hoffmann 379

et al., 2011; Surdeanu et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2016; 380

Liu et al., 2017; Qin et al., 2018a,b; Vashishth et al., 381

2018; Christou and Tsoumakas, 2021). 382

4.2 Evaluation Metrics 383

Following the previous work (Lin et al., 2016; Ji 384

et al., 2017; Christou and Tsoumakas, 2021), we 385

evaluate our model through three metrics: Preci- 386

sion/Recall (PR) curve, Area Under the ROC Curve 387

(AUC), and Precision@N (P@N). 388

1A relational fact is also called a triplet (in Table 2), which
is the combination of a relation and an entity pair.
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Parameter Name Value Candidate set
max _ seq _ length 64 {32,64,128}

batch size 32 {8,16,32,64}
epochs 3 {2,3,4,5}

learning rate 2e−5 {2e−5,2e−4}
dropout 0.4 {0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5}

weight _ decay 0.001 {0.01,0.001}
bag group size 5 {3,4,5,6}

Table 3: Parameter settings for our proposed method.

4.3 Parameter Settings389

We referred to (Christou and Tsoumakas, 2021) to390

set the parameters for our proposed model. The391

values of the parameters were selected from their392

candidates by grid searching, shown in Table 3. For393

the existing methods used in comparison, we set394

their parameters the same as the values deriving the395

best performance reported in the original articles.396

4.4 Variants of the Proposed Method397

Since our proposed framework can be implemented398

in different ways, we will have four variants of the399

proposed method: 1) BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT:400

This is the sophisticated version of the proposed401

method, which a fine-turned BERT (BERTenc) (De-402

vlin et al., 2018) is used as the sentence encoder,403

our proposed sentence-level attention (HSATT)404

and bag-level attention (HBATT) are used. 2)405

PCNN+HSATT+HBATT: BERTenc is substituted406

by a piece-CNNs encoder (Zeng et al., 2015). 3)407

BERTenc+HSATT: The bag-level attention is not408

implemented. 4) PCNN+HSATT: The bag-level409

attention is not implemented and the sentence en-410

coder is PCNN. In addition, we add two methods411

BERTenc+ATT and PCNN+ATT as the baselines,412

where ATT is the attention method proposed by Lin413

et al. (2016). The comparison of these six methods414

serves as an ablation experiment.415

The experimental results are shown in Figures 2,416

3, and Table 4. We have the following observa-417

tions: 1) No matter what sentence encoders are418

used, our HSATT performs better than ATT. This419

reveals that it is essential to consider the correlation420

among sentences in the bag. 2) For both sentence421

encoders, the models with HBATT achieve better422

performance than the ones without HBATT. It can423

be attributed to the reason as follow: our HSATT424

can only utilize the correlation among sentences in425

a bag to assign higher weights to those correctly426

labeled sentences. However, for the bag with a few427

sentences, the sentence weights still may be incor-428

rectly assigned because of the insufficient features429

of the bag. Therefore, it is effective to introduce430

Figure 2: PR curves of the three models using PCNN.

Figure 3: PR curves of three models using BERTenc.

our HBATT method. 3) Comparing Figures 2 and 3, 431

BERTenc works better than PCNN, which may be 432

attributed to the bidirectionality of BERTenc so that 433

it can efficiently capture head and tail interaction. 434

4) BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT achieves the best 435

AUC of 0.454. Compared with BERTenc+ATT, the 436

AUC increased by 4.8%. 437

4.5 Comparison with Previous Work 438

Our sophisticated BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT 439

model is further compared with eight state-of-the- 440

art models. The eight models are briefly summa- 441

rized as follows: 1) Mintz (Mintz et al., 2009) is 442

the earliest distant supervision model to solve the 443

relation extraction problem. 2) MultiR (Hoffmann 444

et al., 2011) is a multi-instance learning model 445

that combines a sentence-level extraction model 446

with a simple corpus-level component to aggregate 447

single facts. 3) MIML (Surdeanu et al., 2012) is 448

the first RE method to jointly model multiple sen- 449

tences (by modeling the potential labels assigned 450

to the sentences) and multiple labels (by provid- 451

ing a simple method to capture the dependencies 452

between labels). 4) PCNN+ATT (Lin et al., 2016) 453
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Model AUC
PCNN+ATT 0.386
PCNN+HSATT 0.414
PCNN+HSATT+HBATT 0.428
BERTenc+ATT 0.406
BERTenc+HSATT 0.440
BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT 0.454

Table 4: AUC of our four variants and two baselines.

employs a selective attention mechanism over mul-454

tiple sentences to alleviate the mislabeling problem,455

which serves as a principle baseline of our proposed456

model. 5) PCNN+ATT+soft-label (Liu et al., 2017)457

introduces an entity pair level de-noising method,458

i.e., the soft label method, which can dynamically459

correct incorrect labels during the training process.460

6) PCNN+ATT+RL (Qin et al., 2018b) introduces461

a deep reinforcement learning strategy to generate462

the false-positive indicator. 7) RESIDE (Vashishth463

et al., 2018) utilizes additional side information464

from knowledge bases to improve relation extrac-465

tion. 8) REDSandT (Christou and Tsoumakas,466

2021) is a recent transformer-based relation ex-467

traction model for distant supervision, which can468

recognize relations that other methods fail to detect,469

including the long-tail relations.470

The evaluation metrics for comparison are still471

RP curve and AUC.472

4.5.1 Performance in terms of PR curve473

The comparison results of nine models in terms474

of PR curve are shown in Figure 4. Because in475

the articles of PCNN+ATT (Lin et al., 2016) and476

PCNN+ATT+soft-label (Liu et al., 2017) the au-477

thors only plotted the first 2,000 points on the PR478

curves, for a fair comparison, we also plot the first479

2,000 points. We have the following observations:480

1) Mintz, MultiR, and MIMLRE are probabilis-481

tic methods, the others are all NN-based meth-482

ods. Obviously, the NN-based methods outper-483

form the probabilistic ones, which indicates that484

human-designed features are usually worse than485

the features automatically extracted by neural net-486

works. 2) Our BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT model487

performs the best against the other models, which488

shows the effectiveness of our hierarchical attention489

networks. 3) Our model shows a more stable pe-490

formance. When recall is small, PCNN+ATT+soft-491

label performs better. When recall is higher than492

0.18, our model always performs the best.493

4.5.2 Peformance in terms of AUC494

Comparisons of PR curves above have shown495

that methods with older ages have significantly496

Figure 4: PR curves of nine models in comparison.

Model AUC
PCNN+ATT+Gan 0.264
PCNN+ATT+RL 0.271
REDSandT 0.312
BERT-based+HSATT+HBATT 0.334

Table 5: AUC of four models in comparison.

lower performance. Therefore, we only list the 497

comparison results in terms of AUC between our 498

method and other three recently published meth- 499

ods (i.e., PCNN+ATT+GAN (Qin et al., 2018a), 500

PCNN+ATT+RL (Qin et al., 2018b), and RED- 501

SandT (Christou and Tsoumakas, 2021)) in Table 5. 502

Again, our proposed BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT 503

model significantly outperforms the others. 504

4.6 Effect of the Number of Sentences 505

In the original test dataset, there are 74,857 bags 506

with only one sentence, accounting for almost 3/4 507

of all bags. To evaluate the effect of the number 508

of sentences in a bag in the test set, we compare 509

our four variants of the proposed method with 510

four baselines (PCNN+ATT, PCNN+ATT+soft- 511

label, RESIDE, REDSandT) under three different 512

number-of-sentence settings. First, we group the 513

sentences with the same entity pair together. Then, 514

we randomly select a certain number of sentences 515

to form bags in the test set. The numbers of sen- 516

tences are set to One, Two, and All sentences in the 517

group. Thus, we have three test sets. In this exper- 518

iment, we use P@100, P@200, P@300, and their 519

mean value as the evaluation metrics. The metric 520

P@N measures the precision of the top-N results in 521

the test set with highest probabilities of belonging 522

some class of relations. The experimental results 523

are listed in Table 6. 524

We have the following observations: 1) Our pro- 525

posed model achieves the highest P@N against 526
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Testing set One Two All
P@N (%) 100 200 300 mean 100 200 300 mean 100 200 300 mean

PCNN+ATT 73.3 69.2 60.8 67.8 77.2 71.6 66.1 71.6 76.2 73.1 67.4 72.2
PCNN+ATT+soft-label 84.0 75.5 68.3 75.9 86.0 77.0 73.3 78.8 87.0 84.5 77.0 82.8

PCNN+HSATT 85.9 74.8 69.1 76.6 89.0 83.2 76.7 83.0 89.2 86.3 79.1 84.9
PCNN+HSATT+HBATT 87.1 76.2 70.2 77.8 87.9 85.1 77.3 83.4 90.1 87.0 79.5 85.5

RESIDE 80.0 75.5 69.3 74.9 83.0 73.5 70.6 75.7 84.0 78.5 75.6 79.4
REDSandT 78.0 74.2 72.5 74.9 80.6 75.3 72.1 76.0 81.2 72.5 67.8 73.8

BERTenc+HSATT 86.1 78.2 70.2 78.2 87.3 86.7 75.7 83.2 88.0 83.5 78.6 83.4
BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT 86.0 81.3 78.7 82.0 85.3 83.2 76.1 81.5 91.0 87.3 90.1 89.5

Table 6: P@N values of the entity pairs with different numbers of test sentences.

Bag-group Label: /location/location/contains
Triple (Bag) Sentence Sentence Attention Bag Attention

<queens,contains,
Belle Harber>

She is a daughter of Marion I. Rabbin and
Dr. Murvin Rabbin of Belle Harbor , Queens

high

high
....at St. Francis de Sales Roman Catholic Church ,

in Belle Harbor , Queens , the parish of his birth
high

...St. Francis de Sales Roman Catholic Church in Belle Harbor ;
another board studded with ... , Queens

low

<Tennessee,contains,
White House>

When he won the White House in 1844 ,
James K. Polk did not carry ...governor , Tennessee

high low

Table 7: A case study for two bags and their corresponding bag group.

the other models. 2) On test set One, our527

BERTenc+HSATT+HBATT achieves a great im-528

provement than the ones without HBATT. Because529

the feature fusion mechanism of HBATT is spe-530

cially designed for few-sentence bags. Even if531

there is only one sentence for each test entity pair532

in a bag, the model can still have the desired ef-533

fect. 3) Comparing BERTenc-based methods with534

PCNN-based methods, BERTenc-based one always535

performs better, which indicates that BERTenc can536

learn better semantic information. 4) As the num-537

ber of sentences increases, the performance of all538

models improves. This is because test sets One and539

Two randomly select one and two sentences from540

each bag, respectively, which greatly reduces the541

information contained in each bag. Therefore, the542

performance of selecting all sentences for a test543

bag significantly improves.544

4.7 Case Study545

Table 7 shows a test example of bag group la-546

beled /location/location/contains, which contains547

two bags. One is for triple <Queens, contains, Belle548

Harbor> and the other is for triple <Tennessee, con-549

tains, White House>. We observe that two sen-550

tences are correctly labeled in the first sentence bag.551

The second bag has only one sentence incorrectly552

labeled because two entities Tennessee and White553

House in the sentence does not express the relation554

/location/location/contains. Thus, the sentence-555

level attention fails to handle the second bag and 556

assigns a high attention weight to it. However, our 557

method designs an attention mechanism at a higher 558

bag level, which will assign a low attention weight 559

(the last column in Table 7) to this one-sentence 560

bag by calculating the similarity between the bags 561

in the group and the bag-group label. 562

Therefore, our proposed model can make full 563

use of the supervision information of all correctly 564

labeled sentences and pay more attention to those 565

of higher quality bags, which helps improve the 566

performance of relation extraction. 567

5 Conclusion 568

This paper proposes hierarchical attention-based 569

networks for distant supervision RE, which em- 570

ploys sentence-level and bag-level attentions to ad- 571

dress the noisy data problem. The sentence-level at- 572

tention calculates the correlation among sentences 573

in a bag and assigns higher weights to the cor- 574

rectly labeled sentences in the generation of bag 575

representation. The bag-level attention encloses 576

bags into bag groups and assigns proper weights to 577

bags by calculating their similarity in the genera- 578

tion of bag-group representation. With a fine-tuned 579

BERT as a sentence encoder in front of the above 580

two attentions, our model can generates a better 581

bag-group representation and exhibits the highest 582

performance on the NYT dataset, compared with 583

the state-of-the-art models. 584
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